Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ...........#TG-Hawk-E-B or I
An early Hawken triggerguard with flat grip-rail. The front lug may be threaded to engage a matching hole in your trigger plate. This triggerguard is appropriate for a fullstock flint or early percussion halfstock rifle. The rear end is mounted to the long trigger plate, using a screw from inside the trigger plate into the apex of the rear loop. Original guns often show a “round tip” rear screw, with two threads extended.
Thread the front stud to 1/4-28 using your die, drill and tap your Hawken trigger plate to accept this triggerguard.
#TG-Hawk-E-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $33.99
#TG-Hawk-E-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $21.99

Triggerguard, wax cast iron (steel) .........................#TG-Hawk-N-I
Our earliest Hawken style triggerguard, this wax cast steel guard has threads cast into the front lug, to engage a hole in your Hawken style double set trigger plate. We recommend using an early style Hawken trigger with straight or flat front trigger. This guard would be appropriate on a fullstock or early halfstock rifle. Cast is traditional steel, only.
#TG-Hawk-N-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $22.99
#Tap-1/4-28-T taper tap for 1/4-28, carbon steel only $3.99
#Drill-3 tap drill for 1/4-28, .2130” diameter only $3.59

Triggerguard, for T/C Hawken, wax cast iron (steel) .................#TG-Hawk-TC-I
A classic late Hawken triggerguard for half-stock rifles. Designed to be screwed in place rather than mounted in a traditional Hawken fashion. Order two of our un-plated screw-6x1/2, #Screw-6x12, to retain this triggerguard.
#TG-Hawk-TC-I triggerguard, wax cast steel $22.99